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The Miracle of Deliverance!

Ministering Healing & Freedom

MOD 201

By Lisa D. Piper

LP1

Course Objective
To learn how to operate with Holy Spirit to effectively set the 

captive free and heal the sick.

It is our hope to share wisdom to avoid error, provide 
success, and help the body of Christ operate in unity to 

declare that Jesus is King!

#1 Lesson: Jesus is the deliverer, healer & 
savior, not us.

If you do not want to make detrimental errors in 
this ministry, determine to learn the following 

and not forget it:

Refuse false responsibility: 
Jesus is in charge of navigation, 

destination, and orchestration.  (Rev 5:12)

Lesson #2. Refuse to Worry:
Worry is not a fruit of faith and is
a minister's sign he has taken on
the “weight” of the work Jesus is
already packing! (Phil 4:6) (Don’t
Choke Mark 4:18-19)

Lesson #3. Refuse to take His
role: Holy Spirit is the leader.
Follow Him. (People can follow
you as YOU follow HIM.) (1 Cor.
11:1)

“We are a tool. It's not the hammer's
job to take credit for hitting or missing
the nail. We are a tool not unlike the
hammer...we do our job, and the rest is
on God.” -paraphrase from Bill Sudduth

Jesus is the true POWER & RULER

Ephesians 1:20-23(HCSB)

He demonstrated this power in the Messiah by raising Him from the 
dead and seating Him at His right hand in the heavens— 21 far above 
every ruler and authority, power and dominion, and every title given,[a] 

not only in this age but also in the one to come. 22 And He put 
everything under His feet and appointed Him as head over 

everything for the church, 23 which is His body, the fullness of the 
One who fills all things in every way.

Jesus is the true POWER & RULER

Colossians 1:16 For by him were all things 
created, that are in heaven, and that are in earth, 
visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or 
dominions, or principalities, or powers: all things 

were created by him, and for him:
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Slide 1

LP1 Scriptures to put on board:  Isaiah 61:1/Luke 4:18
Romans 1:16
Matthew 10:7-8
Romans 1:16
Zechariah 13:2
James 4:7; 1 Peter 5:8–9
Matt. 8:16; Mark 1:39
Lisa Piper, 1/7/2020
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The acts of Jesus we will operate in throughout this course.

We will be specifically looking at the following:
(Is 61:1 & Luke 4:18 & Is 53:4-6)

1. Healing the brokenhearted

2. Setting the captive & prisoners free

3. Tearing down strongholds (lies)

4 Common Ingredients
for SUCCESS in Inner Healing & Deliverance no matter 

what tool or model you use!

Honor: HONOR will wash stuff away and is a great way to deal with shame.

Forgiveness: People are locked up in bars that they have the keys to locked 
up inside.

Beliefs: Asking God to reveal strongholds

Exchanges: Jesus ALWAYS Exchanges up. We give him ashes, He gives us 
joy!  Pray in Isaiah 61 as a framework for exchanges.

Excerpt from teaching by Katie Luse: Emotional Healing from ConnectUp Ministry

The Passion & The Call

Focus Challenge
Being aware of the darkness and casting out unclean 

spirits neither get you into heaven nor will it win you any 
points. We are given a warning to know God!

Matthew 7:21-23 “Not everyone who says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ shall enter the 
kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father in heaven. Many will 

say to Me in that day, ‘Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in Your name, cast 
out demons in Your name, and done many wonders in Your name?’ And then I 

will declare to them, ‘I never knew you; depart from Me, you who practice 
lawlessness!’

Focus Challenge

Luke 10:19-30 Behold, I give you the authority to trample on 
serpents  and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy, and 

nothing shall by any means hurt you. Nevertheless do not rejoice in 
this, that the spirits are subject to you, but rather rejoice because your 

names are written in heaven.”

The Call of COMPASSION
People who have cultivated compassion have purposed that their hearts not be hard.

“Compassion is like an umbrella under which it is safe for people to heal. 
Sometimes, the umbrella is all a person needs for healing to take place.  
Compassion is powerful and a birth canal for the miraculous.

We can grow in compassion just like we grow in anything else.” -Katie 
Luse

A physical wounds needs air to heal..it needs exposure. Emotional pain 
is the same.  It needs a safe place to heal and to be exposed under 
compassion. As ministers, we MUST show God's compassion!
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Does everyone want to be Free?
The patience & heartbreak of ministry.

“When people heal, it is a choice.” - Kay Tolman

We cannot choose for people and make them be 
saved, be healed, or be free. We can pray, stand 

in faith, and be loving and kind as they decide how 
they will allow God to work in their life. GOD WILL 

RESOND to the DESPERATE!

Avoiding TRAPS!

Wise Do's & Do Not’s

Foundation

Every Christian must be in the WORD and have a 
PRAYER LIFE. How much more so for those who are on 
the front lines?  You must have on your armour and 
not neglect the Lord.

While many of the following pieces of counsel for are 
for the part of deliverance when we are casting our 
spirits, the casting out of spirits is not the major part 
of what we do!
Recommend book by Rick Renner: DRESSED TO KILL

“Safety” When Ministering to People

DO NOT DO

Instruct people to stop taking medicine OR 
diagnose.

Encourage them to see their doctor for medical 
diagnosis & treatment.

Command people to remove or destroy items 
from their home.

Give explanations as to what an accursed or 
problematic object is and how it can affect 
freedom.

Get caught up believing you are the answer to 
everyone’s problems.

Understand that God is the healer, savior and 
deliverer. He alone is the power.

Cross areas of authority. Speak with parents or those who in authority 
before ministering.

When Ministering to People Deliverance

DO NOT DO

Believe you yourself do not need deliverance or 
help.

Seek for ministry when you need it. Have people 
in your life who can tell you if you’re prideful or 
behaving unChrist-like.

Behave like the lone ranger. Work in a team and give an account for what you 
are doing and where you’re doing it.

Be in disunity with prayer team.  One person leads, everyone else in unity. (A mouse 
can creep into a tiny hole to get into the house. Division is the tiny 
hole that the enemy will crawl through.)

Buy into the thought that every problem is 
demonization.

Allow the compassion of God to flow through you 
to those in need.

When Ministering to People Deliverance

DO NOT DO

Allow the enemy to dictate the course of the 
ministry.

Be alert and pray for discernment to know if a 
person is speaking or if it is the enemy 
manipulating.

Fall for tricks the enemy uses to stay. (pleading to 
stay, demands of its rights, distractions)

Be aware of distractions…anything from taking a 
break at the wrong time to entertaining stories 
that try to solicit compassion on the enemy.

If someone recovers a memory, do NOT interpret 
or validate memories.

Have compassion for them. Ask God to come in 
and give peace, truth, and healing.

Uncover your brothers and sisters. Do keep what people share or what happens 
during prayer confidential.
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When Ministering to People Deliverance

DO NOT DO

Forget to use the Word. (You don't need 
any material paraphernalia The spoken 
Word will do!)

The Word of GOD is powerful. It will sever spirit from soul. 
It’s sharp and the enemy hates to hear how his end will be. 
Listen to Holy Spirit and use the Word as He gives 
direction.

Forget to show love to the person getting 
prayer

Be patient. Nonjudgmental, loving and kind…no matter 
how they act, what they say or what they do.

Show sympathy to the enemy. Show compassion and grace to   The person. The enemy 
use   Tricks to gain sympathy.

Touch people without asking.
Know that the enemy can twist the
Senses and turn a simple touch into
What feels like a shove or a squeeze.

When Ministering to People Deliverance

DO NOT DO

Get wrapped up in a model or method! Learn models and methods, but only as training. Allow Holy 
Spirit to lead and treat each person with His guidance. No 
two prayer sessions are the same.

Touch people without asking.
Know that the enemy can twist the
Senses and turn a simple touch into
What feels like a shove or a squeeze.

Hesitate to command the enemy to 
move more than once.

Commanding a spirit to leave more than once is not a negative reflection 
upon our faith, but rather a witness to the quality of our faith. True faith is 
persistent and active, not presumptuous and passive.
(Frank Hammond, Demons and Deliverance)

Quickly assume you know what a 
person's bondage is and do NOT share 
your suspicious w/o caution.

Protect the integrity of those in need. Show the same 
kindness and covering you would want if you were 
“diagnosing” you.

Suspicion Verses Discernment

A quick study of the Pharisees in contrast to Jesus will give you an excellent idea of how 
Critical Suspicion is compared to true Godly Discernment.

Suspicion treated as DISCERNMENT GIFT of DISCERNMENT

Rooted in Fear Rooted in Love

Distorts the Truth Reveals the Truth

Is Fleshly Is Spiritual

Is Dark Is Light

Hopeless Has Hope

Comes out of Experience Is From God

Typically has a critical element Has element of compassion

Saturated in Pride Full of Humility

Suspicion Verses Discernment

“Sometimes the “feeling” of discerning something is 
wrong & the feeling you get when someone's personality 

rubs you the wrong way can feel the same. We must 
learn the difference! Gauging your  love & compassion 
will help reveal to you if you are experiencing a flesh 

reaction or a true revelation in the Gift of Discernment!” -
Pastor J. Howard Jones

NEXT WEEK

Case Study Scenarios
Spiritual Abuse

Pride
Opposition

The Miracle of Deliverance!

Ministering Healing & Freedom

MOD 201  CLASS TWO

By Lisa D. Piper
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PRIDE

Pride goes before destruction and a haughty spirit before 
a fall. Proverbs 16:18  

But he giveth more grace. Wherefore he saith, God 
resisteth the proud, but giveth grace unto the humble. 
James 4:6 (KJV)

TWO FORMS of PRIDE

PRIDE FALSE HUMILITY

Others are lower than you. You are lower than others.

PRIDE

The antidote for ridding yourself of pride is NOT shaming yourself or 
walking around like a big nothing. It is knowing your identity in Christ and WHO HE is!

When ministering, you must always guard against pride. If you think you are
immune, it is likely it already has you in its grips. The moment you are prideful and
take the glory that belongs to God is the moment you enter into the same rebellion
into which Lucifer entered.

Just like we must guard against thinking that suspicion is discernment, 
we must also guard against thinking that arrogance is confidence!

Proverb 16:18 has a strong warning about this.

PRIDE

HANDOUT:  30 Manifestations of Pride

My study of deliverance and healing ministries
that went out of order had to do with pride. If we
sin, we confess and repent. If we are tempted,
we resist. We must remain teachable and
correctable. Jesus is the only way...not our way.
That's the truth.

Opposition & Abuse

Does everyone want to be Free?
The patience & heartbreak of ministry.

“I'd rather deal with a demon 
than a carnal Christian. A 

demon obeys me and a carnal 
Christian won't listen!”

Bill Sudduth, author of So Free

Even though we will be rejected by men for the message of the gospel, we must keep our hearts soft 
through compassion so that those who DO WANT the working of the cross in their lives are not 

hindered by those who do not!

Opposition to Jesus’ Ministry

Mark 3:22-23, 25-30
Notes

 The scribes who knew the Word, and prophesies about the 
Messiah missed it! They accused the One they were waiting 
for as being a ruler of demons.
 In the above account: The demon caused the man to be a 
mute. When cast out, he spoke! (This is the miracle that 
caused the scribes to accuse Jesus.)
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Opposition to Jesus’ Ministry
Mark 3:22-23, 25-30

Notes Continued
Jesus gives an important lesson about unity and division…even in the enemy’s 
camp.  (Any house divided cannot stand.)
NOTICE that the one sin not forgivable is blaspheming Holy Spirit. (Luke 
12:10) Accusing Him of being unholy! Note that attributing Holy Spirit as 
being an unclean spirit….not a good idea. (Blaspheme in the Greek 
means: to speak reproachfully, rail at, revile, calumniate, blaspheme to 
be evil spoken of, reviled, railed at)

Read more about this account in: Luke 11:14-15, 17-23

Set Your Heart to Heal, Not Harm

Abuses in Ministry

Maintaining healthy relationships 
with those needing Christ to do 

miracles and healing!

Spiritual Abuse

“Jesus embodied authority, but He did not strut around 
like a rooster with a badge on his chest. No. His authority 

was implicit and recognized by the enemy. We must 
always be on guard that we are not perpetuating spiritual 

abuse.” - Kay Tolman

Some common signs of spiritual abuse:

●Someone who “hears God on your behalf” and insists 
you “heed” the word at your peril.

●'Lords over' others in power/authority and limits free 
will or alternative viewpoints.

●Exclusionary, “you are either for me or against me”, 
fosters “us versus them” mentality.

This list is an excerpt from Moved with compassion by  Kay Tolman

Some common signs of spiritual abuse:

●Inclusionary, rewards obedience with praise and 
perks.

●Uses confidential or secret information as a tool for 
control or compliance.

●Uses manipulation, silent treatment and/or threats 
of rejection to control others.

This list is an excerpt from Moved with compassion by  Kay Tolman

•Insists their position, leadership or revelatory 
knowledge provides them special rights.
•Shames and blames others for behaviors outside of 
their control.
•Yells, mocks, humiliates, or chides others for what 
they believe.

This list is an excerpt from Moved with compassion by  Kay Tolman

Some common signs of spiritual abuse:
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●Uses scripture in a harmful manner: inducing 
legalism, guilt, judgment or shame.

●Attempts to cast out a dissociate identity, treating 
the identity as a demon.

This list is an excerpt from Moved with compassion by  Kay Tolman

Some common signs of spiritual abuse: Wise Counsel for the Passionate!
If you feel a specific burden for those in bondage:

Seek out your own freedom.   
Example: If you are not free of rejection, when you minister to 
someone and the “voices” start saying you are a fake or are crazy, 
your rejection will get activated and you will not be able to help the 
person. You will find it much easier to take the bad things people 
say or are “repeating” with a grain of salt if you know who you are 
in Christ and who the one is who is being vile to you.

Wise Counsel for the Passionate!

Stay in the Word and in Prayer
The WORD is a weapon and you will need it when going into battle. 
Staying in prayer will assure that you have communication open to 
God for instruction, correction, and strategy. The Word and Prayer 
keeps you connected to the ONE who is actually doing the works of 
Salvation, Healing, and Deliverance.

Submit to authority
This will keep you from error and keeps you covered in prayer and 
wisdom. The moment you think you don't need an “authority” in your 
life, you better think twice about warfare. The authorities God has 
placed over you are safety nets!

What do you do with this information on deliverance?

1. Examine yourself. Allow God to work His beautifying 
process in you FIRST. Matt 7.

2. If you discern or SUSPECT that someone needs 
deliverance, your assignment is to pray. Sometimes, 
you will pray for a long while before God allows you to 
say something. 95%+ of the time, you only get to pray
and watch God work!

What do you do with this information on deliverance?

Sample prayer: Father, I ask you to shine your light into 
the darkness in _____ life. Give them the courage to 
face their own heart and a desire to commit all their 
wounds and past to you. I ask you to bind the enemy 
from his work so that _____ can think clearly to hear 
your voice and know your truth. Expose the lies _____ 
has believed and give them a hatred for what you hate 
and a love for what you love!

YOUR FOCUS = Prayer & Listening to Holy 
Spirit

Not everyone you meet will:

A) Want to be delivered.  B) Be someone to whom you personally minister.

You must learn to pray first and listen to the guidance of sweet Holy Spirit.
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The Will of Man & The Will of God

“For God so loved the world, that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in 
him should not perish but have eternal life. John 3:16

Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you. 
James 4:7

And calling the crowd to him with his disciples, he said to them, “If anyone would 
come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross and follow me. Mark 
8:34

Behold, I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens the 
door, I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me. Revelation 3:20

Some have foolishly asked, “Can God make a rock that is too heavy for Him to 
lift?”  Bill Banks writes I his book, Breaking Unhealthy Soul Ties, that He already 
did that. He created the will of man and God will not cross that will. He allows 
man to choose.

Do NOT assume people want to be healed, filled, or delivered. Some do not and that is their choice.

NEXT WEEK: CLASS 3
Manifestations & Distractions
Exit Routes
How to tell the Difference between:

The voice of God, the enemy, and the voice 
of brokenness.

The Miracle of Deliverance!

Ministering Healing & Freedom

MOD 201  CLASS THREE

By Lisa D. Piper

Hearing the Voice of God.
Recognizing His voice, the enemy’s voice and 

the voice of brokenness.

Identifying the VOICE
“If we have not been trained to know right and wrong,

how can we tell the difference between the enemy's
voice and God's voice? With practice and by observing
the fruit. When you see that obeying a certain thought
or suggestion leads to harm, you can begin to recognize
that voice as evil. When the voice you obey leads to joy
and peace, you know that's the Holy Spirit. The Bible
tells us it is not difficult for a sincere follower of Christ to
distinguish between the Holy Spirit's voice and the
enemy's It should begin to come naturally even when
we are young in the faith.” (John 10:3-) (Excerpt from Ditch the Baggage by Nancy Alcorn page 99.)

Some ways to recognize God's voice (Ditch the Baggage by Nancy Alcorn)

1. He always speaks in agreement with His Word.

2. His voice is gentle and sometimes soft. He does not pressure us
but leaves us the element of choice. (the enemy shoves)

3. God will speak to you through other means to confirm what He is
saying.

4. Circumstances will confirm what God is speaking.
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Some ways to recognize the enemy: (Ditch the Baggage by Nancy Alcorn)

1.Speaks a mixture of truth and deception, which brings 
confusion and conflicted feelings about what he is suggesting.

2. He clearly goes against God's Word.
3. His idea is centered on your gratification.
4. It doesn't line up with your circumstances or the advice godly 

people are giving you.

A God Who Reveals Mysteries

Ask God to reveal any darkness and He will! The weight is 
not on you as you help people! The work is done through 

Christ by the leading of Holy Spirit! Just follow Him! - Lisa 
Piper

The greater the intensity of the light, the easier it is to see the 
dirt!  -Peter Horrobin

The VOICES

When you are ministering, there can be several sound:

1. God speaking

2. The Enemy interfering

3. Brokenness

4. Your Will, Your Mind, Your Emotions

5. The past

• People, Events, Memories/Experiences, Wounds

The Difference in the VOICE
BROKENNESS OF A PERSON

Relationship oriented

Uses “I” and “Me”

Expresses feelings

Responds to kindness

Behave based upon age

Gender specific

UNCLEAN SPIRIT

Won’t be relational

Directed outward – “You”

No feelings of conscience

Do not change perspective

Demons are ageless

Not gender specific

Minister to brokenness first and then cast out the unclean spirit.    (This information taken from Restoration 
Gateway Academy Minister’s Advanced SRA Training by Kay Tolman

Manifestations & 
Distractions.

Most of the time, there is little to no manifestation when a 
spirit leaves.  We do, however, want to be prepared for a 

more demonstrative manifestation.
The following slide reviews some observations that have occurred.  

“Demons are prideful by nature and love to take the 
center of attention. Why encourage demons to show off 

bad behavior? Why not uplift Jesus in every way and 
cause Him to be glorified in the midst of the battle?” - Frank 

Hammond (Demons and Deliverance)
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Hindrances to those getting prayer!

Often when people are going for prayer for freedom or think about 
getting free, there may be some physical expressions that need to be 
resisted! Here are a few examples:

–Nervousness.  (People can be nervous even outside the church 
doors because of this.)

–Want to run, get away.

–Thoughts going wild in the mind. (not knowing who to trust)

–Physical sensations from cramping, movement, or pain 
(head/body part)

Hindrances to those getting prayer!

There may be no manifestation whatsoever, but to prepare you, we 
will review what you may see and how to respond.

These manifestations can occur suddenly in services, when 
praying a person you don't know is demonized, or when they 

come into contact with the anointing. Do not be afraid...if this is 
all the enemy has...he doesn't have much.

When an unclean spirit shows out.
We NEED to be aware of what to do with our authority if this happens.

• Look to the leader. When we are in someone else's building 
or not in delegated authority, we look for direction.

• Pray.  Trust God to give those in authority wisdom.

• Spirits can be bound so that they cannot manifest...even if 
the person is not getting deliverance. Simply bind it from 
manifesting in the name of Jesus until help can be sought.

• Listen to Holy Spirit for guidance. And whatever you do, if the 
attention is supposed to be on Christ and the enemy is 
looking to turn your head, Do not give what belongs to God to 
the devil. Focus!

Possible Public Manifestations
Matthew, Luke and Mark report many manifestations of demonization. While demons can try to hide, 

they can also cause some of the following visual/audible manifestations:

Shaking Falling to the 
Ground

Palpitations Pressure

Physical Pain Lump in Throat Deep Breathing Running Away

Pupils Dilate Sudden headache Mockery or Laughing Claw Like Action

Screaming Feeling Ill or Faint Panic Demonic Tongues

Contortions of the 
Body

Pupils disappearing 
upwards

Sudden Violent Acts Stirring in the 
Stomach

Possible Public Manifestations
Matthew, Luke and John report many manifestations of demonization. While demons can 

try to hide, they can also cause some of the following visual/audible manifestations:

Do not be afraid. Do not give your fear to the enemy. Trust in God. Command 
the spirit to stop manifesting in the name of Jesus and it will stop. They are 

performers...do not enjoy or be affected by the show.

Hissing Slithering Burping Swearing

Snarling/
Barking/Animal 
sounds

Roaring Bellowing Pungent Smells

Sexual Movements or 
Feelings

Squints Convergence 
of the Eyeballs

Unnatural 
Movements

Speaking through the 
persons vocal chords

Exit Routes of Demons
(Listed on Page 250 of Healing Through Deliverance 2 by Peter Horrobin)

 Lift off with no manifestation

 Through the throat and mouth (occasionally nose) with 
deep yawning, coughing, vomiting, choking, breathing, 
etc.)

 Through the eyes (the eyes sometimes flick noticeably 
during deliverance from demons that have come in 
through the eyes.)

 Through the ears
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Exit Routes of Demons
(Listed on Page 250 of Healing Through Deliverance 2 by Peter Horrobin)

 Off the top of the head

 Through the hands and fingertips

 Through the feet and toes

 Through sexual orifices

 Through the back passage

Posture of Letting Go

When a spirit leaves, it can be tempting to hold it in. The whole 
purpose is let it go.

We take authority that the enemy cannot act out.

However, if we need ourselves to scream, cough, sigh, cough...etc.  Let it go, 
don't hold it in.

Do not speak in tongues or gab. Command the exit and then take a few deep 
breathes and expel it out.

When you see an ambulance, you pull over and make way. When a demon is coming out, 
you make way and let it out. -paraphrase of Derek Prince.

NEXT WEEK
The Deliverance Team Process
Setting Up A Room
Case Studies

The Miracle of Deliverance!

Ministering Healing & Freedom

MOD 201  CLASS FOUR

By Lisa D. Piper

Typical Response of those who realize they need 
Deliverance

From our Experience:
1. Most people seeking deliverance know something is wrong, and often relieved to 

find the answer.

2. Those who are desperate and do not care what it looks like or who sees them WILL 
BE SET FREE!  

3. Sometimes there is initial fear instigated by the enemy. Remember the enemy 
trembles in fear of Jesus. When the enemy whispers life that what is being revealed is 
not the truth, it sounds persuasive.

4. Those who are seeking Christ and His will rather than pursing relief will find Whom 
they are seeing and get relief and freedom!

Deliverance Team Process

The process of being on the Freedom team here at the River:

1. Request Application & Information
2. Fill out Paperwork (handout)
3. Commit to the learning process and guidelines.
4. Turn in monthly training sheet. Make schedule 

availability known to team leaders.
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Deliverance Team Process

The process of being on the Freedom team here at the River:

5. Monthly Teachings & Session Training
6. MiracleofDeliverance.com for specific training and 

freedom related teachings.
7. Additional trainings and conferences will be made 

available to team.  (ISDM membership)

Deliverance/Freedom Ministry Request
The process here at the River:

1. While a family member may inquire about the process, the person 
requesting ministry must be active and initiate prayer time request.

◦ Referrals may be received, but we have a process for safety and to assure all is in 
order.

◦ Requests may be done by phone, email, text, or in person.
◦ Persons from other churches will be asked to get a referral from their pastor.
◦ Children and Teens will be asked for approval from a parent or guardian.

2. Fill out Paperwork (Liability Release, Questionnaire, Homework 
sheet)

Deliverance/Freedom Ministry Request

3. Once approval is received, the following is the process for meeting:

◦ The link to schedule ministry time is given and the person or guardian makes an 
appointment. 

◦ A ministry leader is assigned. The leader organizes the session, gets assistance, and 
will be the key contact throughout the process.

◦ No Call-No Shows. A lot goes into preparing for these sessions.  . If a person is more 
than 15 minutes, tardy, we will likely suspend the session, if other arrangements 
have not been made. If there are two No Call-No Shows, we may suspend the use of 
the scheduler. (We have blocking capability.)

◦ Note: Pastor knows for whom we are praying and is aware of the schedule.

Sessions Length
(Handout)

1. Initial Meeting (Adult: 1 hr)  (Child: 20 Minutes)

2. Adult Deliverance/Healing (2 Hrs)  2-3 Sessions  

3. Child Deliverance/Healing (20 Min-30 Minutes)

4. Follow UP (Adult: 1 hr)  (Child: 20 Minutes)

5. Extended Meetings: Not typical, but possible.

6. Referral: For some situations, we may refer to another 
ministry department OR refer for professional Christian 
counseling. We are not a counseling department.

Setting Up a Room for Prayer
(Handout)

1. Review Handout on Prayer Preparation.
– Room Set Up

•Tissues, anointing oil, mints, water, trash can

•Paper/Pen, team arrives 30 min early for worship, prayer, and plan and stays 15 
after. Discuss seating arrangement

•Identify leader, scribe, prayer, and how we will communicate.

2. Review Handout on sample session plan.

BLOCKAGES, WALLS & Overcoming Obstacles!
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What to do when you hit a proverbial brick wall!

1. Pray
2. Instead of being overwhelmed 
at the presence of a wall, do not 
focus on the wall, but the bricks.
3. Jesus knows about the wall, 
has power over the wall and 
you’ll need to learn into HIM to 
address it.

Taking Down the Wall!

Where do we start?

Start with what you know and go where Holy 
Spirit leads.. Jesus can flat knock out a hole whole 
in an instant, or he can, in His wisdom, go as 
slowly as He needs to for the person's well being.
Bricks:

Lies, Bondage, Wounds, Soul Ties, issues with the 
Will, fear, etc. make up the wall. Brick by 
brick…the wall will come down.

Addressing the BRICKS!

●Other than open doors, here are some 
things that may need to be addressed 
that block healing and freedom:  

●Does the person want to be free. 100% 
want to be free.

●Is there any sin they do not hate and 
want to go?

● Are there lies they believe?

●Is there a voice in their mind that’s 
distracting?

!

If a gate is open, it is the place by which the enemy will torment and try to set up bondages.

Doors to CLOSE – Legal Grounds
UNCONFESSED SIN

GENERATIONAL 
Patterns / Curses

TRAUMA

ADDICTIONS

UNFORGIVENESS

OCCULT

SEXUAL SIN

SOUL TIES

If a gate is open, it is the place by which the enemy will torment and try to set up bondages.

Doors to CLOSE – Legal Grounds
FEARS/PHOBIAS

FALSE RELIGION

CURSED 
OBJECTS/BUILDINGS

WORD CURSES

COVENANT, VOWS  
(Freemasonry/Religions)

PRIDE

IDOLATRY

Moving Out of Timing

.Listen to Holy Spirit

1. Show compassion. Don’t just go for the jugular of the enemy 
unless instructed to do so.

2. If they are too tired, rest. (If you have 30 minutes left and 
suddenly you realize there’s a 2 hr issue coming up, then don’t 
rush.)

3. If you feel pushed or strangely compelled to go past what Holy 
Spirit is saying, RESIST, PRAY, REGROUP.
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Word Curse Case Study
Root Issue: It was not uncommon for strangers to 
comment on her nose. She overheard an adult mention 
her freckles and internalized the words.

Repent for self-hatred

Forgive those who hurt her

Renounce and repent for saying into the mirror, “You are 
ugly, I hate you!”  Cancel Word Curse!

Renounce lies.

Thank God for her nose, smell, etc.

Break the power of the mirror, rejection, fear, self-
hatred and command to go.

Break the power of Infirmity that came in.
ELLIE MAE: Manifestations of bondage are:
Depression, Shame, Self-Hatred  & Severe 

Sinus Issues

Case Study
Root Issue:  From a broken home, his father 
regularly called him a failure.

Issue:  He has been married 20 years. She says 
she loves him, but he has never felt love no 
matter what she does.

Melvin needs emotional healing, physical 
healing and deliverance. (and a renewed mind)

HOW MIGHT WE MINISTER TO MELVIN?

Melvin: Anger/Rage, Chest Pain, Ulcers
Chronic Fatigue

Handling Different ISSUES

.

LIE
Wounds
Occult
Sin
Unclean 
Spirit

Tear it Down and Replace with TRUTH
Forgive. Receive Healing
Repent. Renounce.
Confess. Repent. 
Remove Legal Grounds & Expel

NEXT WEEK
Severe Trauma
SRA/DID
Abuse

The Miracle of Deliverance!

Ministering Healing & Freedom

MOD 201  CLASS FIVE

By Lisa D. Piper

Ministering to the Severely
Traumatized
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There is a level of maturity and experience 
typically needed to address the following issues. 
We do not want to further harm people with our 

pride, 

SRA/DID

SRA is Satanic Ritual Abuse

The person has suffered horrible abuses at the hands of those they love or 
others in authority like caretakers, relatives, etc.  May include nudity, blood 
rituals, manipulation, mind control, betrothing to satan, programming. 
sacrifices, torture, purposely causing fear with darkness, insects, forcing of 
drug use etc.

As you can imagine, handling these wounded people with the tenderness and 
wisdom of Holy-Spirit is absolutely necessary.

rgmconnect.com

BY K AY TO L M A N

This slide and the next 4 Slides are from teachings from
Revelation Gateway Ministries

Satanic Ritual Abuse Defined

Ritual abuse is the most heinous form of abuse known to 
man. Generally, it involves the sadistic abuse of children 
within a group setting for the promotion of the group’s 
ideological agenda. It is the repeated and often prolonged 
perpetration of extreme physical, sexual, verbal, emotional, 
mental and spiritual abuse involving occult activities and 
Satanic or Luciferian ceremonial rituals. 

Satanic Ritual Abuse Defined - Continued
Satanic ritual abuse is done intentionally. Unlike a fit of 
rage, or a crime of passion, or even an alcoholic episode. 
Ritual abuse is performed systematically, in a pre-
calculated manner, that defies human sensibilities.
Ritual abuse, and the accompanying mind control 
programming, are performed to obtain total control over 
the victim. 

Ritual Abuse
Ritual abuse attempts to separate a person from the 
One True God, subject them to evil, and ensure their 
silence and cooperation. Victims become 
perpetrators, and are used to perform acts 
consistent with the group’s ideology and agenda, 
while simultaneously being compelled to protect 
their abusers. 
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Ritual Abuse Statistics & Research

84.6 % of APA therapists reported cases of SRA

13% of sex abuse cases nationally are SRA

1991 Utah workshop of 32 therapists reported 360 
cases of SRA in the LDS Church.

1992 Monarch Resources of LA logged 5,000 calls 

Justice Unlimited in Colorado logged 7,000 calls

Cult Awareness Network reports from “every 
state”    

93% of APA therapists believe SRA memories 

100+ CA preschools implicated 
in SRA – (Friesen 1991)

1 in 3 girls molested by 18 
1 in 5/6 boys molested by 18
1 in 20 of these children SRA

See also http://web.archive.org/web/20071210161357/http://home.mchsi.com/~ftio/ra-stats.htm

SRA/DID

SRA is Satanic Ritual Abuse

The person has suffered horrible abuses at the hands of those they love or 
others in authority like caretakers, relatives, etc.  May include nudity, blood 
rituals, manipulation, mind control, betrothing to satan, programming. 
sacrifices, torture, purposely causing fear with darkness, insects, forcing of 
drug use etc.

As you can imagine, handling these wounded people with the tenderness and 
wisdom of Holy-Spirit is absolutely necessary.

SRA/DID

DID is Disassociative Disorder (formerly MPD)

Dissociative disorders are characterized by an involuntary escape 
from reality characterized by a disconnection between thoughts, 
identity, consciousness and memory.

Psalm 147:2-4

The LORD builds up Jerusalem;
He gathers together the outcasts of Israel. 3 He heals the brokenhearted 
And binds up their wounds. 4 He counts the number of the stars; He calls 
them all by name.

SRA/DID

There are controversies in ministering to SRA/DID. 

Some believe the “alters” or “brokenness” found in 
DID are demonic while others believe pieces to be 
a part of a person’s soul that broke off in order to 
cope.  The latter opinion is that demons can 
reside in each part and that deliverance requires 
discernment to know the difference.

Wide Spectrum
Broken to Shattered Broken Verses Shattered
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Dissociative Disorder and Brokenness

We will do a thorough introduction 
and give practical ministry information 
in the last two classes of this course.

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
What it is and ministering to those with PTSD

PTSD is not DID (Disassociate Identity Disorder)

– Stress hormones chronically course through the bloodstream 
when a person feels hyper-vigilant and it is difficult to relax or feel 
safe. This can cause insomnia which may further compound the 
anxiety and may accompany depression and substance abuse.

– PTSD is an ANXIETY Disorder
– It is an alarm system going off in the brain 

– Moved with Compassion by Kay Tolman

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
What it is and ministering to those with PTSD

RESOURCE:
There are many getting 
healed and set free from 
PTSD with this Mike 
Hutchings Teaching

Mental Health & The Demonic
Can Deliverance help people with specific mental health issues?

We do not maintain that a demon is behind every physical 
OR mental health issue. But if a spirit is not at the root, the 
enemy may work to magnify or worsen issues.

If the issue is not demonic in  nature, there is still provision 
in miracles and healings provided by Jesus!
Schizophrenia        Bipolar        Depression

Mental Health & The Demonic
Can Deliverance help people with specific mental health issues?

“Research shows that around 87% of illnesses can be 
attributed to our thought life, and approximately 13% to 
diet, genetics, and environment.” –Dr. Caroline Leaf

“Quite simply, there is no longer any doubt that what and 
how you think affect your emotional and physical state. The 
mind and body are integrally connected.”  -Dr. Caroline Leaf

Who Switched off My Brain?  By Dr. Caroline Leaf

Healing the Emotion of Grief
“Sometimes it takes more than just grappling with feelings; it may take a 
physical action to shift us from one place to the next.” - Kay Tolman

You cannot escape from your emotions or grief without processing. Even if they 
are ignored or stuffed way down deep, they do not go away. The body will begin 
to reveal what is hidden through behaviors and even physical issues. Consider 
that in the Bible, when grieving, they often tore their clothes, put ashes on their 
head, or wailed.

Perhaps the setting a monument at as a grave marker is a physical action to
grieve loss. In the River women's ministry, we often give prayer blankets that
have been anointed to women to hang on to and grieve. I named my miscarried
child and gave my son to Jesus as an act of dealing with my grief.
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Emotion Based Spirits
Just because you experience an emotion, does not mean there's a spirit!

“There is a difference between emotions and evil 
spirits. God wired us with the ability to experience a 
wide range of emotions. Expressing an emotion does 

not indicate a person has an evil spirit. However, 
emotion-based spirits can attach to the soul if 

emotions are repressed, suppressed, or otherwise 
mishandled. It's not easy to separate the two when 
that happens causing confusion between emotions 

and emotion-based spirits”
Kay Tolman (Moved with Compassion excerpt page 104)

Emotion Based Spirits
Just because you experience an emotion, does not mean there's a spirit!

If a person harbors resentment or bitterness in their heart, they will 
likely have spirits of resentment and bitterness to cast out. The 

longer unprocessed emotions linger in the heart, the more 
powerful the associated demonic can become.

Sometimes people need us to help them process their emotions by 
listening, praying, and loving them through in the power of Jesus.

Kay Tolman (Mvoed with Compassion excerpt page 104

Emotion Based Spirits
Just because you experience an emotion, does not mean there's a spirit!

If a person processed the emotion and cannot let it go once it is expressed, this may be an
indicator that a spirit is involved. Emotion-based spirits are relatively easy to evacuate as follows:

1. Emotions need to be processed (felt) and given to Jesus.

2. Forgiveness must occur- no forgiveness, no deliverance!

3. Ask Holy Spirit to expose any lies of the enemy and renounce them.

4. Agreements must be broken with the spirits and repentance declared for participation with 
them

5. A simple command will cast out the spirits
Kay Tolman (Mvoed with Compassion excerpt page 105

WHY WE PRAY FOR HEALING ON DNA LEVEL

Quote from Who Switched off My Brain? By Caroline Leaf page 8. (this slide and one following)

“If you have been repeatedly verbally abused by someone at 
work, or if you were sexually abused as a child, all the 
thoughts associated with those experiences will release 
negative chemicals. These chemicals travel through your 
body ad can change the shape of the receptors on cells lining 
your heart, thereby increasing your susceptibility to 
cardiovascular illness.”

WHY WE PRAY FOR HEALING ON DNA LEVEL

“the converse is also true: if you have been repeatedly 
recognized and praised at work, at school and at home, 
positive chemicals are released and distributed through the 
body which make positive changes to cells and DNA. They 
actually enhance your ability to build memory, develop 
intelligence and boost your immune system to help you stay 
healthy longer.”     IMAGINE what PROLONGED STRESS and 
SUBSTANTIAL Trauma does to the mind and body!

NEXT WEEK
Post Deliverance Issues
FAQ
Why Aren’t People Set Free?
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The Miracle of Deliverance!

Ministering Healing & Freedom

MOD 201  CLASS SIX

By Lisa D. Piper

Post Deliverance Issues

Deliverance is Easy

There is a saying, “Deliverance is Easy. The part afterwards is the hard part!”

The job of the “church” isn't finished when someone gets free of wounds, 
demons, or wrong thinking. We must support and guide those who are free. 
For many, the whole world is new to them: communicating, processing, 
thinking..etc.    Follow Up and encouraging them while their “mind is renewed” 
is necessary!

Sometimes, a client will need to go through more prayer for deliverance in other 
areas as they walk out their freedom. However, many times, if they are under 
attack, they need help to know how to make sure the doors are closed.

Personal Responsibility Check List
POST DELIVERANCE

When you are under attack, it is often an excellent idea to do a checklist to make sure 
you do not have any open doors that have invited the attack. This questions are not 
accusations of your “works” but to help you have insight into doing your part of this 
great freedom that you’ve been given!

Are you in the Word? (Ps. 109:105)

Are you in communication with God? (Lk 11:9)

Are you worshiping with  a local body of believers? (Heb. 
10:25)

Are you obedient to the Word? (Rom. 6:16;2 Cor. 10:5)

Personal Responsibility Check List

Are your ear gates protected?

Music

Ring tones, CD’s, Radio Channels, IPOD music, etc.

TV/Movies

Accusations and lies from people and enemy

Are your eye gates protected?

TV/Movies

Are your eyes focused on things/people they shouldn’t?

T-shirts, posters, things in your home that are triggers.

Personal Responsibility Check List

Is your mouth gate protected?

Have you told any lies?

Have you accused or cursed anyone or anything, even yourself?

Have you opened yourself up to a sexual sin?

Pornography?

Sinful sexual contact?

Engaging in illicit conversation?

If married, neglecting the marriage bed…

Are there any lies you have believed? (Ask the Lord)
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Personal Responsibility Check List

Are you offended or have any unforgiveness?

Have you entered into ungodly agreements with others?  
(manipulating, controlling, anti-Biblical beliefs?)

Have you re- befriended people on social media that you cut 
because of ungodly soul ties?

Have you entertained or given into temptations or addictions 
you formerly gave to God?

Cutting

Alcohol/Drugs

Music/Movies

Thoughts of death, self-hate, hopelessness

Personal Responsibility Check List

Have you been disobedient to the Word of God?

 You can ask the Lord to show you any other open door. After 
you have gone through the list. Repent, forgive and submit to God what 
needs to be submitted. Then command anything that came to you 
because of the open door to leave.

If it is not because you have opened a door, just submit yourself 
to God, resist the enemy and he WILL leave.  Resist out loud. With 
the Word and with confidence!

FAQ

What about Groupings?

Spirit of Jezebel
(perversion/pride/witchcraft)

Spirit of Cain
(rebellion/murder/greed)

Spirit of Balaam
(antichrist/false prophesy)

Spirit of Absalom
(Rebellion/Rejection/Seducing)

Children & Deliverance

Children are much easier to get free than adults. The roots 
haven't gotten that deep & their faith is big and pride low!

NOTE: WE DO NOT minister deliverance to children without their parent's 
permission! PERIOD. And the parent should go through deliverance first so the 

child's covering ready to protect the child.

Why are some not delivered?
(Healing Through Deliverance 2 by  Peter Horrobin.)

1.The counselee doesn’t know Jesus.

2.There is no faith that God is willing to heal or deliver.

3.There is no belief that Jesus wants to heal

4.Life is out of balance – in disorder or spiritual chaos

5.Bitterness or Unforgiveness

6.Unresolved pain or guilt

7.Praying for the wrong thing
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8. The counselee doesn’t believe a Christian could be demonized or 
under a spiritual covering that holds such a view.

9. Unconfessed sin the counselee wants to hide

10. Ungodly soul ties still in place

11. The counselee is either under or still using ungodly domination 
and control

12. There are occult powers in place whose control has not been 
broken either the counselee or in those with whom there is a close 
linking.

Why are some not delivered?
(Healing Through Deliverance 2 by  Peter Horrobin.)

13. There is little or no anointing in the place of ministry – due to 
uncleansed ground, building, or organizations.

14. There is hidden or unrecognized abuse or emotional damage 
that still needs healing.

15. Curses of sickness or death still in place.

16. Generational sin and/or demonization has not been dealt with

17. There is an inner brokenness through trauma and deeper healing 
is needed

Why are some not delivered?
(Healing Through Deliverance 2 by  Peter Horrobin.)

18. The counselee is living in denial of the real problem.

19. The counselee has made inner vows that need to be renounced.

20.The counselee is in disobedience to something God has already 
told them to do (which they are not agreeing to do)

21. The deliverance ministry seek the Lord for specific revelation 
about hidden demonic controls affecting the individual concerned.

Why are some not delivered?
(Healing Through Deliverance 2 by  Peter Horrobin.)

22. The counselee really doesn’t want to be healed.

23. The counselee is not under godly authority

24. Lack of disciplining in the local church

25. Legalism

26. Blocked memories that need to be released

27. Passivity

28. The ministry team is not in right relationship with each other & 
are blocking the anointing.

Why are some not delivered?
(Healing Through Deliverance 2 by  Peter Horrobin.)

Wh are some not delivered?
(Healing Through Deliverance 2 by  Peter Horrobin.)

29. God’s Timing

30. The person is suffering from a sickness that is unto death and 
needs to be prepared to meet the Lord.

Why are some not delivered?
(Healing Through Deliverance 2 by  Peter Horrobin.) NEXT WEEK 2 Weeks

DID
Brokenness and Healing
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The Miracle of Deliverance!

Ministering Healing & Freedom

MOD 201  CLASS SEVEN

By Lisa D. Piper

Ministering to
The Broken Hearted
PSALM 34:18 THE LORD IS NEAR THE BROKENHEARTED; HE SAVES 
THOSE CRUSHED IN SPIRIT.

Broken Heart
Old Testament Prophecy about ________________

Psalm 69:18-21 (HCSB)

18 Draw near to me and redeem me;
ransom me because of my enemies.

19 You know the insults I endure—
my shame and disgrace. You are aware of all 
my adversaries.

20 Insults *have broken **my heart,
and I am in despair. I waited for sympathy, but 
there was none;
for comforters, but found no one.

21 Instead, they gave me gall for my food, and 
for my thirst they gave me vinegar to drink.

Hebrew Root Meanings

*Have broken: shabar (H7665)
Means: Break, Destroy, Break in pieces, 
break down. Hurt, torn, rend violently, 
crush, shatter quench

**My heart: (A form of (H3824לֵבָב  (

inner man, mind, will, heart, 
understanding

Broken Heart
Old Testament Prophecy about: ___________

Psalm 69:18-21 (HCSB)

18 Draw near to me and redeem me;
ransom me because of my enemies.

19 You know the insults I endure—
my shame and disgrace. You are aware of all 
my adversaries.

20 Insults *have broken **my heart,
and I am in despair. I waited for sympathy, but 
there was none;
for comforters, but found no one.

21 Instead, they gave me gall for my food, and 
for my thirst they gave me vinegar to drink.

WHAT was GOING ON?

1. Insults amidst shame and disgrace
2. Despair
3. Having hope for sympathy, but no 

sympathy given.
4. No one to comfort at all.
5. When in need and thirsty, given 

something afflicting instead of what 
was needed.

Broken Heart
Old Testament Prophecy about: _____________

Isaiah 53:3 NKJV
He is despised and rejected by 
men, A Man of sorrows 
and acquainted with grief. And we 
hid, as it were, our faces from 
Him; He was despised, and we did 
not esteem Him.

The Word GRIEF in Isaiah 53:3 in Hebrew is:

choliy (pronounced khol·ē’)

This word was translated to the following in 
words in the Bible:

12 times: Sickness

7 times: disease

4 times: grief

1 time: sick

The word sorrows can be interchanged for the 
word: Pain

Jesus’ Heart for the Broken
“As I was worshipping, I was thinking
about how tender I have seen Jesus
respond to those who have a broken
heart. That is when I heard Him say, ‘I
feel more connected to the broken
because I was broken.’ He is so gentle
and extraordinarily kind to the
shattered parts of our heart.”

– Lisa Piper
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Broken Heart
Jesus is especially near the broken.

Psalm 34:18 (HCSB)

The Lord is near the 
brokenhearted; He saves those 
crushed in spirit.  
(Mention how he was known by 
David yet David knew brokenness. 
He is NEAR!)

CRUSHED: dakkâʼ, dak-kaw'; 
from H1792; crushed (literally powder, 
or figuratively, contrite):—contrite, 
destruction.

NEAR: The KJV translates Strong's 
H7138 in the following manner: 

near (35x) nigh (13x)

at hand (6x)    neighbour (5x)

next (5x) kin (3x)

approach (2x)  short (2x)

kinsfolk (1x) kinsmen (1x)

miscellaneous (5x).

Broken Heart. (We must KNOW he really 
will HEAL broken hearts.)
He heals the brokenhearted, And
binds up their wounds. Psalm 147: 3

“A merry heart maketh a cheerful 
countenance: but by sorrow of heart 
the spirit is broken.” Proverbs 15:13

Pro 18:14  The spirit of a man will 
sustain him in sickness,
But who can bear a broken spirit?

Proverbs 3:5-6 ESV 
Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and 
do not lean on your own understanding. 
In all your ways acknowledge him, and 
he will make straight your paths.

Shabar (Broken) in Prophecy
Isaiah 61:1-3 NKJV

“The Spirit of the Lord GOD is upon Me, Because the LORD has anointed Me To preach 
good tidings to the poor; He has sent Me to **heal the *brokenhearted, To 
proclaim liberty to the captives, And the opening of the prison to those who are bound;    
(KJV says bind up instead of heal)

2 To proclaim the acceptable year of the LORD, And the day of vengeance of our God; To 
comfort all who mourn, 
3 To console those who mourn in Zion, To give them beauty for ashes, The oil of joy for 
mourning, The garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness; That they may be called 
trees of righteousness, The planting of the LORD, that He may be glorified.”

*Same word for shattered, broken, etc. **Heal: châbash, khaw-bash'; a primitive root; to 
wrap firmly (especially a turban, compress, or saddle); figuratively, to stop, to rule:—bind (up), 
gird about, govern, healer, put, saddle, wrap about.

The Prophecy Fulfilled
Isaiah 61:1-3 fulfilled in LUKE 4:18

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed 
me to preach the gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to 
heal the brokenhearted, to preach deliverance to the 
captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty 
them that are bruised,

Heal in Greek: ἰάομαι iáomai, ee-ah'-om-ahee; middle voice of apparently a primary verb; to 
cure (literally or figuratively):—heal, make whole.

Brokenhearted in Greek: συντρίβω syntríbō, soon-tree'-bo; from G4862 and the base 
of G5147; to crush completely, i.e. to shatter (literally or figuratively):—break (in pieces), broken 
to shivers (+ -hearted), bruise.

The Prophecy Fulfilled
Isaiah 61:1-3 fulfilled in LUKE 4:18

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to 
preach the gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to heal the 
brokenhearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and recovering 
of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised,

Deliverance in the Greek: ἄφεσις áphesis, af'-es-is; from G863; freedom; (figuratively) 
pardon:—deliverance, forgiveness, liberty, remission.

Captives in the Greek: αἰχμάλωτος aichmálōtos, aheekh-mal-o-tos'; from αἰχμή aichmḗ
(a spear) and a derivative of the same as G259; properly, a prisoner of war, i.e. (genitive case) a 
captive:—captive.

The Prophecy Fulfilled
Isaiah 61:1-3 fulfilled in LUKE 4:18

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach 
the gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to heal the brokenhearted, to 
preach deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to 
set at liberty them that are bruised,

Blind in the Greek: τυφλός typhlós, toof-los'; from, G5187; opaque (as if smoky), i.e. (by 
analogy) blind (physically or mentally):—blind.
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Wide Spectrum
Broken to Shattered Broken Verses Shattered

Traits of Brokenness!
What is behind her brokenness: ________Heaviness?______________

Hannah: 
◦ Samuel 1:1-28

◦She could not receive love or seem to see it.
◦She cried and would not be comforted.
◦She would not eat
◦Bitterness of soul  (Greek word meaning: bitter, 
angry, chafed, discontented, heavy)

Traits of Brokenness!
What does David’s mindset sound like: ____________________

David: 
◦ Psalm 55:4-8

“My heart is sore pained within me”
◦Fear of Death
◦Fearful
◦Trembling and overwhelmed by horror
◦Wishes he could just fly away like a dove or wander off 
and remain in the wilderness.

Brokenness
The Story behind David’s Brokenness

David: 
◦ Psalm 55:12-13

2 For it was not an enemy that reproached me; then I could have borne it: neither was it he that 
hated me that did magnify himself against me; then I would have hid myself from him:
13 But it was thou, a man mine equal, my guide, and mine acquaintance.

NOTE: Can anything shatter a heart more than being betrayed by one you love? Often times we 
will find an increase in brokennes

Traits of Brokenness!
Inner Vow example & refusal for comfort.

Jacob: 
◦ Genesis 37:33-35; 45:25-27

◦Jacob tore his clothes, and put sackcloth upon his loins, 
and mourned for his son Joseph whom he believed was 
mutilated and killed by wild animals. 

◦And all his sons and all his daughters rose up to comfort 
him; but he refused to be comforted; and he said, For I 
will go down into the grave unto my son mourning. Thus 
his father wept for him.
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God is near the brokenhearted!

The LORD responded to all these of 
these wounded people. He is NEAR the 
broken and has a kindship with the 
broken.  (Remember he loves the poor, the 
hungry…the broken.)

Next WEEK:
PART TWO OF HEALING BROKENNESS

The Miracle of Deliverance!

Ministering Healing & Freedom

MOD 201  CLASS EIGHT

By Lisa D. Piper

Is it possible to not have a whole heart, 
soul or mind?

Matthew 22:36-37   
Master, which is the great commandment in the 
law? 37 Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the 
Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy 
soul, and with all thy mind.

All in the Greek here means: all, whole, completely

Can the Mind & Soul be divided?
Mind:  James 4:8  (HCSB)  Draw near to God, and He will draw near to you. Cleanse your 
hands, sinners, and purify your hearts, double-minded people!

Soul:  Psalm 7:1-3 (KJV) O LORD my God, in thee do I put my trust: save me from all them 
that persecute me, and deliver me: 2 Lest he tear my soul like a lion, rending it in pieces, while 
there is none to deliver.  

Psalm 23:3  He restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the paths of righteousness for his name's 
sake.

EXAMPLES
Has your mind ever been divided?

Let’s talk abut examples of DOUBLE 
MINDED IN THE WORD
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Has your mind or heart ever been 
divided?

Mark 9:23-24(NKJV) 

◦23 Jesus said to him, “If[ you can believe, all 
things are possible to him who believes.”

◦24 Immediately the father of the child cried out and said 
with tears, “Lord, I believe; help my unbelief!”

Father of son who disciples could not cast out deaf 
and dumb spirit. 

Has your mind or heart ever been 
divided?

Matthew 16: 15-16(NKJV) 

15 He said to them, “But who do you say that I am?”
16 Simon Peter answered and said, “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God.”

Matthew 16: 22-23(NKJV) 
22 Then Peter took Him aside and began to rebuke Him, saying, [i]“Far be it from You, Lord; this 
shall not happen to You!”
23 But He turned and said to Peter, “Get behind Me, Satan! You are [j]an offense to Me, for you 
are not mindful of the things of God, but the things of men.”

Healing the Brokenness
JAMES 4:8  (HCSB)

DRAW NEAR TO GOD, AND HE WILL DRAW NEAR TO YOU. CLEANSE YOUR 
HANDS,  SINNERS, AND PURIFY YOUR HEARTS, DOUBLE-MINDED PEOPLE!

How brokenness can happen:
There is a wide spectrum of brokenness from 
fractured to splintered and crushed. The personality 
and temperament of the person seems to play a 
role in the brokenness.  In my study and experience, 
most brokenness stems from:

Trauma
First & Secondhand
Abuse (a form of trauma)
Physical, Spiritual, Emotional, Mental, 

Neglect and Ritual
Another Ministry (Hope Preserved) teaches 

that it can be a result of generational iniquity 
in which case, a person is born with it.

What is a trigger?

Sensory Triggers
◦ Smells & Sounds
◦ Visual Images
◦ Touch & Taste

Programming Triggers
◦ Specific words or actions
◦ Tones & Frequencies
◦ Ques & Numbers

A trigger is a stimulus 
that sets off a chain 
reaction. The thalamus 
looks for triggers. The 
amygdala sets off the 
alarm.
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How is the broken part like a person?
Broken Parts and the facet of brokenness.

Memory
Emotion
Demonic Infestation
False Beliefs
Some ministries say that a part 

does not have a will. I do believe 
the will is involved.
SRA Mind Control Programming

Brokenness 
Illustration

Continued Trauma

CASE STUDY #1
EMBRACING THE PROVISION OF MENDING THE BROKEN HEART IN 
JESUS!

School Trauma
Simple fracture
Symptoms: 

◦ Feels guilty or DIRTY when others do not have food.
◦ When she hears the word ‘bag of bread’ she becomes withdrawn and 

depressed. She wants to cry.

Root:
◦ In the second grade, a poor child brought his own lunches to school. 

He was always dirty was not cared for like the others. One day, he 
comes to school with a loaf of bread. He is cornered and teased 
horribly and shamed over the loaf. A little girl onlooker is mortified. 
Unable to move out of fear but feeling absolute shame for what the 
boy is experiencing, she shames herself for not being able to help and 
the trauma on this sensitive child creates a fracture. The girl forgets 
the scene, but the “triggers” are still there.

School Trauma Simple Fracture- Healing

Prayer 
◦ She asks God why she freaks out at a loaf of bread.

Response
◦ She is suddenly in the memory. It’s vivid and detailed.

Healing
◦ She forgives herself for the penalty she has imposed that she 

should have done something.
◦ She forgives the kids.
◦ She prays for the little boy.
◦ We ask the Lord to come and heal the memory and pull out the 

trigger.  Note: As a little girl, she did not know how to process 
the memory. She grieves for the moment and the Lord heals it 
all.

◦ We command any doorway the enemy has used to cause torment 
to be closed and command the enemy to  leave. It may be fear of 
lack, fear of man, etc.

◦ We ask the Lord to bind up her heart and heal it.
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CASE STUDY #2
EMBRACING THE PROVISION OF MENDING THE BROKEN HEART IN 
JESUS!

Unaware of Brokenness
Symptom: Inability to handle stress. Fearful of 
man, fearful of saying no, unable to sleep 
without holding a blanket. Ashamed. Cries 
easily.

Root: A woman who has a difficult time dealing 
with stress or fear has a secret. At home, 
hidden from the family is an old tattered quilt. 
Only her husband knows she is unable to relax 
without holding the quilt. The thought of 
something happening to the quilt is terrifying.

Unaware of Brokenness
Prayer 

◦ I take her hand and ask her to squeeze my hand when the Lord shows 
her something. I ask the Lord to reveal the root cause and then begin 
going through legal grounds. She is too fearful to squeeze my hand, 
so I end up going through the whole list before she tells me that a 
memory of her being bullied and school and of a scary time at home 
came up.

Response
◦ The memories are painful and vivid. We start with the first one. It was 

her first day of school and a little girl pushed her down and called her 
names. No one protected her. Just like that little girl couldn’t 
understand why, neither could the adult. She forgave the girl. We 
asked the Lord to heal the memory, pull out the trigger, remove the 
strongholds that were built that day and closed down the doors. 

Unaware of Brokenness
◦ The second memory was of something being in her room. She could 

see it. She told her parents and they did not believe her. She grabbed 
her blanket and didn’t let go. After that night she was terrified on a 
regular basis and would hold the blanket as she tried to go to sleep.

Healing Broken Parts
Minister notes:
1. The first thing I did was tell her I believe she saw 

something that day in her room. Relief and 
thankfulness to finally believed washed over her. 
I did not yet know I was dealing with brokenness, 
but her response was a clue.

Unaware of Brokenness
2. She forgave her parents for not believing 
her and asked the Lord to heal the memory 
and commanded any fear that came in to 
leave.
3. I asked her if she would be willing to hand 
the blanket over to Jesus if He wanted her to. 
She began to fidget and would not look me in 
the eye. I did not push. Finally, she just hung 
her head and said, “I don’t know.”  She did 
not want to and I wasn’t going to insist.

Unaware of Brokenness
4. Her response was a broken response. I did 
not tell her she had a broken part, I just 
addressed it as follows:

“I would like to speak to the part of (Anna) 
who experienced the bullying at school and 
who was scared at home.” (In the spirit, I 
could see a little girl. This does not often 
happen but I am convinced that Jesus is 
serious about healing His people.)
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Unaware of Brokenness
I asked Jesus to come and take her hand and 
to take all the fear away. I could see a hand 
being reached out to her. I was watching Him 
heal but I did not ask her what she was 
seeing. There was a physical shift in the adult 
woman in front of me. After I saw that Jesus 
had healed the child, I asked again, “Do you 
think you could ask the Lord to cut the ties to 
the false comfort and could you release that 
to Him?”

Unaware of Brokenness
She smiled and said, “Yes. Yes, I can.”  Once 
the part of her that experienced the trauma 
was healed, she could also be healed. She 
expressed that she was concerned she would 
not be able to sleep but she would trust the 
Lord. During prayer time, I did command 
false comfort, fear, and pain to go.

Result: She did indeed go to sleep and has 
not needed the blanket.

More Details before the 
next Case Study
EMBRACING THE PROVISION OF MENDING THE BROKEN HEART IN 
JESUS!

Character of a broken part.
Age suspended

Can be disagreeable

Can accept Jesus

Usually believes a lie

May or may not have a name

May be aware of other brokenness

Can have an array of emotions

Holds memory.  

May refuse to participate.

Need love and care

Can often have the job of a protector:
◦ A little girl who can’t defend herself from a molester 

may break and a tough, “I’ll protect you,” part is 
produced. As the girl grows and tough times come, this 
hurt part surfaces or influences to protect.

May refuse to meet Jesus.
◦ (Note: Be kind. Jesus is patient. He will show His 

beautiful self to the wounded, but He will not push.)
*Haven’t you ever had one part of you that wants to do 
something so badly but another part of you that is like, 
no way! It’s sort of like that but more separated.

Reports of what it may be Like:
An occasion where it feels like you are 
“watching yourself.”  You are doing or saying 
one thing but inside you’re like, “What am I 
doing? This isn’t right?” As if part of you is 
watching another part of you act out.

The person can literally see a younger version 
of themselves inside her head. Maybe the 
younger version talks…maybe she just sees.

There can be a strong outburst of emotion for 
no reason. No matter if the person prays or 
tries to calm down, it does not happen. 
Emotions are out of control.   It’s like a sudden 
burst of hurt, anger, fear, guilt, etc. 

There is duplicity. Half or most of the person 
is in love with the Lord and wants to do right. 
However, there is a part of rebellion aware at 
the same time.

The person can have dreams of the broken 
parts. Sometimes when it is time to deal 
with the brokenness, the person will begin 
having dreams about trauma.

There are reports at times of headaches 
associated with brokenness and maybe not 
voices in the head but gibberish or sound.

Results when Resolved
When brokenness issues are taken care of through 
prayer and Jesus healing, it will often be the catalyst 
that clears up:

Mental anguish

A feeling of not being “all there.”

Internal emotional struggles and anxieties

Behavioral issues and patters

Addictions (drugs, alcohol, sexual, etc.)

Mental Disorders

Some people get deliverance for the same thing 
over and over. Brokenness may be the cause.

This is an advanced area of deliverance and 
is 100% Holy Spirit led. Only Jesus knows a 
person’s life. Only He knows what will make 
a person whole.

CAUTION:  If the person you are ministering 
to is a victim of occult or ritual abuse, the 
brokenness can be severe. Simple fracturing 
can be full on breaks and is what is called 
DID (Dissociative Disorder. Formerly called 
Multiple Personality Disorder.)   In this 
ministry, we will not purposely deal with 
these issues but will hand them off to those 
with more experience.
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Frequently Asked Questions
1. Can an unclean spirit pretend to be a broken part?
◦ YES. 

2. How will you know the difference?
◦ Holy Spirit will likely alert you.  Also, an unclean spirit will not 

confess that Jesus Christ came in the flesh. They also cannot 
go through the salvation prayer. (See next slide from earlier in 
course.)

The Difference in the VOICE
BROKENNESS OF A PERSON

Relationship oriented

Uses “I” and “Me”

Expresses feelings

Responds to kindness

Behave based upon age

Gender specific

UNCLEAN SPIRIT

Won’t be relational

Directed outward – “You”

No feelings of conscience

Do not change perspective

Demons are ageless

Not gender specific

Minister to brokenness first and then cast out the unclean spirit.    (This information taken from Restoration 
Gateway Academy Minister’s Advanced SRA Training by Kay Tolman

Frequently Asked Questions
3. Can a part have an unclean spirit?
◦ The enemy does not play fair. If a child could not tolerate 

watching a father beat on his mother and a part of him broke 
off, it is likely that the wounded part feels maybe anger, 
resenting, murder..etc.   So yes. Perhaps the person feels like 
they have forgiven their father but when the strong emotions 
of the part of them affected comes up, they feel the 
unforgiveness. That part has an open doorway and once 
forgiveness or repentance is given, then the legal door is 
closed.

Frequently Asked Questions
4. How do people act after God has healed the heart and put it back together?

◦ Often the first response is, “Wow. I didn’t even know I was broken but I feel so whole!” Sometimes they 
say that it’s like they’re seeing a whole world from their eyes for a first time. Sometimes it’s just 
peaceful or the “chatter” in the head is gone.

5. How do I know if I am broken?
◦ I would not just assume I had been traumatized hard enough to have this happen. But if you know you 

do, just seek the Lord. Jesus really did come to heal you. Luke 4:18.  

6. What if someone does not want to be whole?
◦ Jesus does not force healing or wholeness on anyone. There are Christians who have bondages and if 

they want to keep them, the do. Sometimes people are too wounded or afraid to take a look at the 
thorn that’s causing them pain. But, Jesus is patient with the traumatized and will come in and help 
when He is invited.

Recommended
Reading
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